Fudan Undergraduate Chen Ciyu Awarded University Student of the Year

Recently, Chen Ciyu of School of International Relations and Public Affairs of Fudan University (Class 2017) received the honor of University Student of the Year Awarded by Shanghai Education Commission. The Award was established to encourage university students to be courageous to pursue their personal dreams as well as the “China Dream”. 20 students entered the final list, and eventually, Chen Ciyu was selected as “Student of the year” along with other 9 students.

As a third-year undergraduate, Chen served in three World Expos in the past decade. In the meantime, she devoted herself in the academic study, applying her knowledge to social services, exhibiting the brilliance of Fudan students.
Chen Ciyu’s life was intertwined with the World Expos. She was awarded twice “Little Expo Volunteer” when she was a little girl, received the honor of “Excellent Volunteer” of 2010 Shanghai Expo, and served at Milan Expo in 2015. During the process, she grew from a volunteer to a volunteer manager, and she went from home to abroad. By promoting and serving in World Expos, she exhibited to the world the bright prospect of the young generation in China.

Last year in Milan, Chen Viyu worked as a volunteer manager for the Chinese corporate pavilion, during which she worked for more than 600 hours in 50 days and managed over a team of 20 volunteers.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)

**Research Spotlight**

Law School Organizes Seminar on New Development of Patent Laws in China, Europe and America

On May 20, the seminar on new development of patent laws in China, Europe and America was jointly held by Fudan Law School, Shanghai WTO Law Association, Fudan Intellectual Property Center and Fudan Institute of European Intellectual Property Law. Professor Ma Zhongfa, Deputy Director of the Intellectual Property Research Center and Director of the Institute of European Intellectual Property Law, presided over the seminar.

In the session on new development of European patent laws, Professor Heinz Goddar, the famous expert on intellectual property in Germany, gave a keynote speech, introducing the “Two-track System” in current EU patent laws and the Unified EU Patent Court Agreement that is expected to take effect in 2017 or 2018. The session also features a review of the Agreement by Professor Zhu Xuezhong, Dean of the Intellectual Property Institute of Tongji University.

In the session concerning Chinese Patent Laws, Professor He Min, Dean of College of Intellectual Property from East China University of Political Science and Law, gave a thorough analysis of the "Certainly licensing system” that has been added to the Fourth Amendment of the Patent Law of China and offered his reviews on the patent rights and the coordination with “The transfer law of scientific and technological achievements”.

(Source from Fudan Homepage)
Tai chi lovers practice tai chi to greet Fitness Day across China

A tai chi lover practises tai chi along a lotus pond in Hongze county of Huai'an city, East China's Jiangsu province, Aug 6, 2016. More than 100 tai chi lovers practise tai chi here to greet the National Fitness Day, which falls on Aug 8 every year.
Tai chi lovers practise tai chi along a lotus pond in Hongze county of Huai’an city, East China's Jiangsu province, Aug 6, 2016.

Tai chi lovers practise tai chi in Tancheng county, East China's Shandong province, Aug 6, 2016. A free tai chi class was opened here to promote fitness of local people.

(Source from China Daily)
Recommended Events

Upcoming Campus Events

http://www.fudan.edu.cn/en/channels/view/125/

Upcoming Social Events

12th August — 13th August
19:15

Topic: Ballet Gala of Bolshoi Soloists in Shanghai
Venue: Shanghai Culture Square
20th August—21st August

Topic: Modern Dance - Constellations

14:30—19:30

Venue: Shanghai Children Art Theatre
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